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 An almost compulsive collecting and displaying of things manifests in my desire to paint 

these things. Through still life paintings I’m exploring various aspects associated with 

symbolism, significance, and personal attachments. In particular, I’m examining how things 

become an extension of a person: who and what we construct a person to be from the things they 

leave behind. Old photos, baby shoes, toys, personalized and heirloom items take on a life of 

their own when combined in unexpected positions and viewed from varying angles.  

 As I explore very personal aspects I associate with belongings and photos of beloved 

people, I question how and if the objects I paint will have a broader appeal. I wonder about the 

connections we humans have with things, the idea of letting go, of giving and sharing our things 

and what that says about us.   

 A great deal of introspection goes into my work. I consider my audience and if and how 

the energy I put into my work might be felt by the viewer, and how the viewer could respond to 

the items I paint. My paintings are a combination of items and energy and emotion; it’s only 

natural that still life and abstract would intersect here.  

 I’ve been struggling with integrating my abstract style with my still life work, letting my 

confidence that comes through in an abstract expressionist way loose within a still life. Recently 

this began to happen automatically. As an abandoned unfinished canvas leaned against the wall,  

I began to see how and where abstract aspects would be in this painting. Without thinking, in a 

natural, uninhibited way, I began to paint that. I became excited about combining my two styles.  



 I’m influenced by artists who have the ability to create in what seem like dualistic styles. 

The work of Gregory Gillespie interests me. I’m drawn to the alter-like quality and sparse 

loneliness of the still life spaces he created. It was said that he “turned ordinary objects into 

symbolic truths.” I strive to do this. His style makes me see that I can make objects look however 

I want them to. I can choose how I reproduce them - an almost exact photographic reproduction 

or a more expressionistic portrayal of the essence of a thing. 

 I’m inspired by contemporary painter Jeremy Mann. He creates compelling and 

ambiguous still life images that incorporate various items in contrasting light and shadow with 

varying detail as well as sensual figurative paintings that incorporate energetic abstract 

environments. 

  I’m awed by Gerhard Richter and his ability to switch between abstract and realism, 

creating energy and emotion in his abstract work compared to his calm, detailed still life 

paintings of skulls and candles.  

 My goal is to complete six to eight paintings varying in proportion to create interest when 

displayed.  I will continue to improve my skills in proportion, composition, and the use of 

dramatic lighting to define and enhance objects. I will focus on the surfaces of the objects and 

the space the objects occupy. I will incorporate the textures and brilliant light that exist in my 

abstract work in these still life works in the environments around the objects and the textures of 

the items.  



! Exterior Wall with Landscape, Gregory Gillespie 

! The Curio Cabinet, Jeremy Mann 

!  Abstract Painting (809-3), Gerhard Richter


